S&G Combination Dial Instructions

Your combination is: ______________

**Important: Turn dial slowly and evenly. Do not turn back to regain alignment if you rotate past number. If an error is made, re-dial entire combination. Do not count turns. Count how many times each number is aligned with the opening index (at the 12 o’clock position – top line). Always view the dial and ring straight on, not at an angle.

Step 1: Turn dial to the left four times – aligning number _____ with the opening index and stop on the fourth time.

Step 2: Turn dial to the right three times – aligning number _____ with the opening index and stop on the third time.

Step 3: Turn dial to the left two times – aligning number _____ with the opening index and stop on the second time.

Step 4: Turn dial to the right until it stops turning.

Step 5: Turn handle to open the safe.

**To lock safe after opening, you must turn the dial to the left at least four times.
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